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Classicists and New Urbanists C

The First Clas

he first Classical
Council was held
June 22 through 
24 in Alexandria,
Virginia as a forum
for classical archi-

tects from America and Europe to
share and discuss their recent work.
The Council convened to discuss the
theme of recently completed university
buildings and followed the 11th
Congress for New Urbanism held the
previous week in Washington D.C.
The two conferences were held in 
succession to encourage greater inter-
action between New Urbanists and
their architectural peers. The two-day
conference was organized by John
Massengale, a Director of the Institute
for Traditional Architecture (ITA), and
a committee of ICA & CA Board
Members, Fellows and members Anne
Fairfax, Richard Sammons, Gary
Brewer, Russell Versaci, Robert Orr,
Maricé Chael, and Victor Dover.

The Council commenced with a
reception at the Alexandria Athenaeum
giving participants an opportunity to
discuss their expectations of the event.
The presentations, given by leading
classical practitioners, were modeled
after architectural school juries with
equal periods of presentation, critique
by rotating jury, and open floor discus-
sion. The venue for these presentations
was the very appropriate Greek Revival
Alexandria Lyceum.

English architect and recently
appointed ICA&CA advisory council
member Robert Adam was first to take
to the lectern with an entertaining
account of the construction of his
Sackler Library for Oxford University.
He described many of the difficulties
that he faced when working with uni-
versity and planning authorities who
were unsupportive of building new
classical buildings. The Sacker Library,
with its stripped-down ashlar facades
inspired by early-20th-century Nordic
Classicism, served as a useful case
study for the discussion of the degree
and use of decoration in contemporary
classicism.

Thomas Gordon Smith, architect,
educator, and ICA&CA advisory
council member, spoke next about his
addition and renovation of Bond Hall
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magine architecture that facilitates civic life and celebrates a

place’s history. The architecture of Charleston, Santa Barbara,

Austin, Lake Forest, Coral Gables, Forest Hills, or any 

neighborhood built before the end of the Second World War

might come to mind. What will not is anything built by today’s housing

industry—excessively large, unnecessarily complex houses displaying 

unrecognizable traditional styles, each seeking to outdo its neighbor with

the most Palladian windows, the

tallest foyer, and the most com-

plex roof regardless of their effect

on the public realm or the quality

or cost of the house. Why is it that

we seem incapable of making

buildings like those we admire?

Are we really so less capable?

If we assume the profit

motives of today’s industry are not

dissimilar to the past, then what

accounts for the difference in

design quality? Perhaps the great-

est difference is simply what is not

known. Prior to changes in archi-

tectural education after the advent

of modernism, architects learned

architecture through the classical

tradition. What was once common

knowledge at all levels—our best

building traditions—is no longer.

This is the single greatest differ-

ence between today and the past.

Recognizing this, the Florida Society of the American Institute of

Building Design (AIBD) recently asked the ICA&CA to design a program for

them about classical architecture. The AIBD is an association for residential

designers who, while generally not eligible for licensure, are responsible 

for over 90 percent of houses designed in America.1 Their organization,

formed in 1950, has members in 47 states and provides educational

resources, a code of ethics, and encourages certification through an inde-

pendent body. Given the percentage of houses designed by the associated

designers in a market with 1.36 million housing starts in 2002,2 the ICA&CA

Program in Classical Architecture for Design and Building Professionals has the

potential to significantly impact residential design from the plan book house

to the custom house.

At the request of Florida Society member, Bud Lawrence, ICA&CA 

faculty members Steve Bass, Stephen Chrisman, Gary Brewer, Steve Semes,

Richard Cameron, Alvin Holm, Andy Taylor, Martin Brandwein, and 

I designed a program that relies on the ICA&CA’s fundamental premise that

knowledge of the classical can improve the quality of design regardless 

of the design idiom. 

The result is a certificate program that establishes the importance of

design to our environment; includes general education about moldings, the

orders, proportion, and the historical tradition of classical architecture; 

as well as provides references and sources for study. In tandem with 

this canonic training, focused

instruction includes designing a

well-proportioned façade, rational

plans, coherent rooms, entries,

windows, and interiors. Students

are also instructed in characteris-

tics of their local vernacular. 

To put these lessons to the

test, the Florida AIBD students

were assigned a design problem

for a home in Winter Park,

Florida. They followed a process

of identifying precedents, analyz-

ing them and then designing, all

with faculty review. Throughout

the seven weekend-long sessions

students sited their house; laid out

the plan, section, and elevation;

detailed the entry and windows;

and planned and detailed an 

interior room.

Overall, 104 designers par-

ticipated in the Florida AIBD 

program with 40 receiving the certificate. A second program begins in

November of 2003 for the AIBD societies of North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia and Virginia. Hopefully more programs will follow. As the incom-

ing president of the AIBD, Lyle Breeze told me recently that, despite four

years of a fine arts education, this program has had the single greatest

impact on him as a designer. Perhaps one day common knowledge of 

traditional building will be prevalent once again, and new houses will be

built like those of the past: houses that are worthy of us and the best places

that we can imagine.
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at the University of Notre Dame, 
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School of Architecture. 

Afternoon presentations included
an impressive discussion led by David
Mayernik, architect and painter, on his
new Gymnasium building for The
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By Christine G. H. Franck, ICA&CA Board of Directors

1 Though hard data does not exist for the number of houses designed by architects versus non-
architects, a variety of sources quote the commonly accepted figure of only about 10 percent of
today’s homeowners using an architect or buying a house designed by an architect.

2 NAHB Housing Starts Statistics for 2002.
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Student work above: Front elevation of house in Winter Park, Florida, part of final project

work rendered by David Grace, a designer from Marietta, Georgia, and a certificate 

holder from the inaugural AIBD program held in Florida in 2002. Back cover: Ionic 

column detail, front entry. 


